NYCPM Re-Opens; FCNY Resumes (Almost Full) Schedule

With the health and safety of students, faculty and staff as paramount considerations, NYCPM re-opened on July 6. Safety protocols abound, and modifications to different aspects of education at the College are in place, carefully crafted to maintain safety as well as the integrity of podiatric medical education (see list here). CME seminars are all virtual as well. The FCNY has instituted safety protocols for patients and doctors and is operating an almost-full schedule.

Both institutions undergo enhanced cleaning and disinfection more than daily. If anyone needs a reminder, dozens of brightly colored signs posted throughout the halls keep all protocols front of mind. The library also opened with new protocols, posted on its website.

“We're confident that NYCPM students at all levels will receive the quality pre-clinical classes and clinical experiences key to excelling on board exams and to graduating on time,” said Michael J. Trepal, DPM (‘81), VP of Academic Affairs and Academic Dean.